Product Brief

Choreo is your digital platform as a service for
delivering new digital experiences fast.

Choreo abstracts away the complexity of
cloud-native dev and ops infrastructure, and
builds in security and governance, so you can
create new services, integrations, and APIs in
hours or days instead of weeks or months.

“

Choreo allows you to develop APIs with a great user experience that's focused
on the developer like never before. You are fully productive from start to ﬁnish.
Choreo has knocked down the time-to-market!”
Fidel Prieto Estrada
Integration Consultant and Project Manager, Inetum
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How It Works
Choreo makes it easier at every step for you to create the building blocks of your digital applications. From
concept to production, focus on what’s important, and automate the rest.
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Sign Up At wso2.com/choreo or Request a demo

